
Robert Smith
Audit Coordinator

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

Proven track record of working effectively with clients and co- workers in diverse and often 
demanding situations. Ethical and professional, demonstrating both professional and personal 
integrity. Consistently strives to improve levels of performance and undertake new challenges.

SKILLS

Audit Strategy, Vision Execution, Hire Motivate, Train Evaluate Teams, Risk Analysis, Assessments
Compliance, Executive Board.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Audit Coordinator
ABC Corporation  2012 – 2012 
 Responsible for managing, negotiating, planning logistics and scheduling of customers and 

auditors, with precise system of scheduling of over 20 auditors, to ensure all fiscal goals and 
customer specific guidelines and expectations are met.

 Established priorities to complete high volume of daily tasks, call and email volume while 
working independently.

 Managed and have directed contact with customers upper management and account 
managers and provide written feedback.

 Maintained the Estar database &amp; internal archived tools with pertinent scheduling notes 
as needed for future reference Effectively communicate &amp; administer verbally and/or in 
writing to suppliers what their individual customer(s) program requirements, goals, deadlines 
and expectations are to obtain or maintain compliance.

 Managed and tracked audits using advanced audit tracking software (Iatrics).
 Compiled reports from Meditech information for compliance committee.
 Streamlined duties to make job more efficient.

Audit Coordinator
Delta Corporation  2008 – 2012 
 Communicate in detail with Managers, Account Mangers and Clients.
 Ensure corporate, client, investor and vendor compliance with all standards and regulations 

Manage multiple audit requests Research and resolve high .
 Process health insurance claims through Inmar Health processing system Ensure that claims 

submitted are valid and accurate by retrieving and .
 Performing audits for businesses or individuals.
 They oversee regular auditing activities, set up auditing timetables, analyze accounts for 

precision, and work on detailed and extensive reports that .
 Work within the CIBMTR research department with the Auditing/Monitoring Team Schedule 

transplant centers for audit process, prepare both centers.
 Process documentation after site visits, verify statistic reports, verify medical data entry was 

properly submitted, prepare final audit reports, .

EDUCATION

G.E.D
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